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© INTRODUCTION 

elcome to the Minecraft Essential Handbook! It contains all the 
info you need to stay alive 

and Thrive YouTube tutorial 

Minecraft YouTuber and creator of 
the help of this handbook, you 

becoming an expert yourself! 

  

during your first few days. It’s packed 
with tips from creator Notch and developer Jeb as well as well- 

known Minecraft experts including 
eries and CaptainSparklez, famous 

Paul Soares Jr., host of the Survive 

the Minecraft Style music video. With 
Il soon be well on your way towards 

Minecraft is a block-building sandbox game with no set rules, where you 
can build anything you can possi 
dimension, the Overworld, where yo 
different environments (or biomes): 

forest, plains, jungle, ice plains, ocea 

bly imagine. You will begin in the first 
u might find yourself in one of several 
swamp, extreme hills, taiga, desert, 

n, or even the rare mushroom biome. 

From the Overworld you can enter the Nether—a hellish landscape of doom, 
and the End—a terrifying spit of san d in the middle of space, inhabited by 
the ender dragon! There are achievements to earn as you progress through 
the game. You can play alone or with 

mode exploring the land and building 
hunting and mining and fighting the 

others. You can play in safe Creative 
amazing things, or in Survival mode, 

monsters that come out at night. 

What kind of adventure will you choose? It’s up to you! 

 



        

PROFILE: NOTCH 

         

    

PROFILE: JEE 
FULL MAME: jens Bergensten 

BOLE: Minecraft developer 

  

  

Jeb was born in Sweden in 1979, and took over 

from Notch as lead developer for Minecraft in 2012. 
In particular he is known for his work on redstone 
repeaters, wolves, climbing spiders, and pistons. 
  

  

 



   
A SHORT HISTORY OF 
ee 

  

   

MA¥= Notch begins noleng 6 on Ae game idea, and quits his job to 
concentrate on it full-time. As work progresses he calls it Cave Game. | 
He releases the first version to the public and calls it Minecraft. The first 
accounts are registered and the official Minecraft forum opens. 

DECEMBER: Minecraft moves to “in development” stage. Lots of things - 
are added, including crafting. ( 

WANWARY: 100,000 registered Minecrafters! 

WOME: Minecraft reaches Alpha stage. At this point Survival was the only 
mode available, but game updates began to come thick and fast. Sales 
of the game hit 200,000. 

AUGUST: First ever MineCon is held in Washington state. 50 people attend. 4 

DECEMBER: Minecraft wins Indie Game of the Year from IndieDB. 
Minecraft Beta is released. Additions include egg-throwing and constant 
splash text on the main menu page. 

MARGH: Minecraft wins GDC Award for Best Debut Game, Best 
Downloadable Game, and the Game Innovation Spotlight. 

UUL¥= 10 million registered Minecrafters! 

QETOBEB: The Pocket Edition of Minecraft is released for Android. 

NOWEMEBER: Minecon held in Las Vegas. 5,000 people attend. During 
MineCon, Minecraft 1.0.0 is released and Minecraft is officially out of Beta. 
New additions include the ender dragon, mooshrooms, and villagers. 
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MARGH: Minecraft version 1.2.1 is released. New additions include the 
jungle biome, ocelots, cats, and iron golems. 

MA¥: Minecraft for Xbox 360 is released. It sells 400 
first 24 hours. 

,000 copies in the 

MOUEMBER: Minecon is held at Disneyland, Paris. There are 6,500 
attendees. 

    

DECEMBER: Minecraft sells 453,000 copies of the game across all 
platforms on Christmas Eve alone! 

     
       

9 

WANUARY: Minecraft sales reach 20 million on PC/Mac, Xbox 360, and 
mobile devices. 

   

   

MARGH: Minecraft version 1.5 (AKA “The Redstone Update”) is released. 
New additions include redstone-related blocks and quartz blocks. 

   

   

ABRIL: Minecraft Pocket Edition and PC/Mac Editions have sold more 
than 10 million copies each. 

   

   

MUL¥: Minecraft version 1.6 (AKA “The Horse Update”) is released. New 
additions include horses, carpet, and hardened and stained clay blocks. 

   

  



      

    

- THE TECHNICAL STUFF 
A 

  

BLATFORMS 

Minecraft is available on a number of platforms. You can play on your 

computer (either PC or Mac), on Xbox, or on mobile devices. The game 

varies slightly depending on which platform you use. 
  

  

ee 

You can play alone in single player, or ask a friend to show you what to 

do in multiplayer. For the purposes of this book we have assumed you'll 

be starting out on your own in single player. 

et 

CREATIVE MODE OR SURVIVAL MODE 

Next, you’ll be asked to choose either Creative or Survival mode. 
css posse ee 

        

  

eee ee ei 

   
i 

/ 
  Nee ts — es 

In Creative mode, no monsters will attack you, you'll be able to fly 

around, and you'll have a full inventory of items. This is great if you want 

unlimited resources to build amazing creations and buildings without 

having them blown up by creepers every night. 

         
  

   



  

   

  

a 

In Survival mode you get to have lots of fun fighting off monsters. You 
can choose to play in different levels of difficulty. If you’re a beginner 
it’s best to start off with normal difficulty, but you can also choose easy, 

hard, or peaceful. 

  

  

  
The decision is yours! 

5 

  

  
LEUELS 

As you play you will earn experience points, which will enable you to 
level up. The green bar shows your current level, so you can see how 
close you are to reaching the next level. Experience points are earned 
when you mine items and kill monsters. Experience orbs will appear and 

you can pick them up. ° e . @ 

ts hh hhh 
SOS TAM (oa Soa   
  

    

  

   



  

» CONTROLS 
  

pe 

MINECRAFT PC/MAG CONTROLS 

  

tabaci 4 

Forward 

Lats eS oo a Right 

pale) ss Rs j ET Sneak 

(elistt - Inventory 

List Players 

Command 

  
LEFT GLICK / BUTTON | RIGHT CLICK / BUTTON 2 

SCROLL / BUTTON A   
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IT {LEFT TRIGGER): place/use item RT <RIGHT TRIGGER): destroy/mine Item 
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LE/RE CLEFT EUMDER; RIGHT BUMDER): change the A jump /fly 
selected item 

B: drop/throw item # Open Crafting menu ¥! open inventory 
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LEFT ANALOG STICK TBRESSEn DOWN: 
fly lower in Creative ‘Mode or change 
Camera angle 

= 
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   LEFT ANALOG STIEK: move 

RIGHT ANALOG STIER: look 

   

RIGHT ANALOG STICK CPRESSED Downs: Sneak/walk 

    
   



   
    

INVENTORY 
our inventory is the place where everything you mine and collect is 

stored. You can open your inventory at any time during the game 
See pages 12-13 to check how to do it on your device. 

  

  I 
ERAFTING GRID | OUTRUT SOURRE 
Place ingredients here to craft them 
into useful items and tools. 

        

wly crafted item 
will appear here 

   

   

  

  

   Crafting 

   
  

    

  Vb 

ITEMS 

Most items are stackable up toa There are 27 storage slots 
maximum of 64 per slot. available in your inventory 

 



   
  

  

When you exit your inventory, a line of 9 hotkey slots will appear at the 
bottom of your screen. This is your hotbar, which is a mini-inventory 

where you can keep the things you use most often. 

    

    
Just move an item from your inventory into one of the hotkey slots to 
assign it. When you select a slot, the item saved in that slot will appear 
in your hand, ready to be used. 

_ ge     
 



        
SURUIUAL MODE: = 
FIRST MOMENTS 

ou will begin your game, or Spawn, at daybreak in a randomly 
generated environment. Take a moment to look around and see 
what resources you’ve got to work with. 

  

If you’re lucky, you'll find yourself in an area full of natural resources like 
trees, rocks, water, and animals that you can use to make useful items. If 
you're unlucky, you might find yourself on a tiny island in the middle of a 
vast ocean with no resources and nothing useful in sight! 
  

  

   i Trees — check! Rocks — check! Water — check! Animals — check! Perfect! | 
  

  a 

“the 
  

  

      

 



  

  Mcstetcceecenemeiteinentananintmnmmencininietscoimnntne 

  

      
  

  

    In Minecraft, a day only lasts 10 
minutes, so there’s no time to 

waste. The sun will rise in the 
east and set in the west. Keep 
track of its progress through 
the sky so you know how close 
it is to nightfall, which is when 

the monsters come out. More 
about them later! Once you find 
some more resources, you'll 

be able to craft a clock. 3 

  

          

(See page 70 for recipe.) | 

  

    

  

Your main priorities are to find 
a few basic resources and a 

good spot to build a shelter for 
the night to keep you safe from 
monsters. First, head for the 

nearest tree and hit the trunk 

repeatedly with your hand. After 
a few moments the section of 
the trunk you’re hitting will fall 
away as a small cube of wood, 
which you can pick up. It will then 
appear in your inventory. 
  

  

  
—L   

a Repeat Step 2 until you 

have at least 15 blocks in your 
hotbar. Open your inventory and 
drag one block of wood into any 
of the crafting squares to create 
four planks of wood. 

WOODEN S" 
PLANKS RECIPE =O     

a Move the planks into your 

inventory to save them. Then 

drag them back into the crafting 
area. Four planks will make a 

crafting table, which is a very 
useful tool. 

CRAFTING ‘i 
THELE RECIPE 

  

      

  

  

  

 



  

  

PAUL SOARES JR. 
MY FIRST DAY IN MINECRAFT 
SURVIVAL SINGLE PLAYER (SSP) 

  

| purchased Minecraft in July 2818. Notch had just released version 

“ Alpha 1.8.3, which added monster sounds and cave noises to the 

game for the first time. This was a time before chickens and 

cows even existed. It was a time when zombies dropped feathers. 

A time before the hunger bar and auto-healing. A time before comfy 

beds to sleep through the scary night! Rye, it was a long time ago, 

in a long-forgotten age. 

  

  

   MADE ba SOREL ONLY 

    

  

  EET OTOP IT 

My first day in Minecraft started well. The landscape was beautiful 

with its bright grasslands, sandy beaches, dense forests, rolling 

green hills, and tall mountains with waterfalls cascading down 

their stony cliff faces. 

1 just started wandering, exploring every nook and cranny. It 

felt like I was on some sort of fantastic journey in a wild, 

undiscovered place. H brave new world that no other living soul 

had ever stepped foot upon (not counting the few pigs and sheep 

Vd encountered, of course). 

Then the sun sank beneath the horizon and nightfall covered the 

land in darkness. That’s when I discovered | was not alone in my 

world and that | shared it with a variety of terrible monsters. 

Zombies, skeletons, and giant spiders were literally popping out 

of the dark all around me! Not surprisingly, they didn’t seem 

particularly interested in sharing their world. Rather, they were 

far more concerned with making me a snack. Their k! 

       



   

he chase was on! The 
monsters were persistent 

and pursued me this way and 
that. | ran for my life but 
quickly realized there was 
no place to go. They were 
everywhere in the dark of 
night and inside caves as 
well! I had no light source, 
no shelter to hide in, and no 

weapon. So | did the one thing 
1 could do: | continued to run! 

  
It was during this mad dash for survival that I met my first 
creeper. | had no idea what it was since it didn’t resemble any 
typical monster or creature from familiar lore or legend. At first 
Glance it appeared to be harmless; it didn’t have any sort of 
visible weapons. Heck, it didn’t even have any arms and I must 
admit, it was even a little bit cute. 

Maybe it’s friendly, | reasoned. I moved toward it, thinking it 
might help me against the monsters still giving chase. Hs | got 
closer to this odd creature, it started making a hissing sound. 

Hum, that actually sounds more like a “sizzle,” 1 thought to myself 
as | came face-to-face with this strange, adorable creature. Hnd 

then it started to ... expand. 

KABOOM! 
The creeper exploded and blew 
me to smithereens and the 
screen reported: Game Over! 

Thus ended my first day in 
Minecraft. 

  

1 eventually decided to make my own tutorials to help people not 
Get eaten on their first night. 

Check out youtube.com/paulsoaresjr 
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STICKS RECIBE 
First, make Sticks 

andle, 
Two planks (one 
On top of the 
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fecee s 
An axe will allow 

you to chop ss 
wood more eg / 

vi 

GHOUEL RECIRE Cas 
A shovel will dig 
dirt, sand, gravel, w 

clay, and snow 

more quickly. f 

Durability: §Q wv 

Brsremsommenmems nate 

quickly. 

Durability: §Q 
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Now you’re all ready to start mining stone!       

  

as ey i



* TOREHES — 
  

  

  

unset is approaching and you need a light source ... fast. Hostile 
monsters like spiders, creepers, and zombies will spawn in dark 
areas, including your shelter. Scary stuff. 

  

      

  

  

To make torches you'll need 
wood and coal. Look for a rock 
face and see if you can spot any 
coal ore. It looks like stone with 
black flecks and is commonly 
found in cliff faces as well as 
belowground. 1 

  

    

  

  
Use your wooden pickaxe to 
destroy a block of coal ore until 
it drops a lump of coal. Repeat 
until you have several lumps 
so that you can make lots of 
torches. You can never have too 
many torches! 

Pa 

eg



  

                     TORCH RECIRE 
You can craft torches without using your.crafting table 

ecause they require only 2 ingredients: sticks and coal. One 
ick and one lump of coal will make 4 torches that can be placed 
the top or the side of solid blocks. They can’t be placed on 

ater, on the side of stairs or on the bottom of blocks. 

  

  
WEE SAYS: To make it easier to survive your first night, i 
burn blocks of wood in a furnace to make charcoal. 
You can use this instead of coal to craft torches, which 
_means you can go caving even if you haven’t found coal.   

  

  

   

your crafting 

   

  
  

  

 



      

HELTER 
ime to make a shelter to keep you safe 

night. Don’t forget to bring your craftin 

you're going to need it once you're inside! 

from monsters during the 

g table with you because        
Find a spot in a rock face to make a shelter for the night. You could 

use the area where you've been mining coal as a starting point then dig 

farther in. You'll need plenty of space inside for your crafting table and 

various other items, as well as extra space to move around.   a L. 
gone 

2 = 
              

      

     
  

q 

to build a wall between you and the outside world. 

so you can hide around a corner in case 

through the window. 

  

Use the rock you mine 

Dig an L-shaped space in the rock 

a skeleton decides to shoot at you 

  

sts     

  

  I 

 



    

  

  place a tore on oy wel ede your eee Having a Tight source 
will ensure no hostile monsters spawn inside your shelter. Monsters can 
spawn anywhere that is dark enough.   " 

  

  

  

CHEST RECIRE 
Your inventory 

slots will 

eventually fill up. 
Make a wooden 

chest to store 

excess items. 

    

  

  

  

  
Place the chest in your shelter. You can use it to store valuable items that 
you want to Ree. safe, or items that you aren’t ewig right now. 

ne     By 
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5TDRE TDDL5 RAD WERIIDR5 

T
here's no time to relax during your first night. While you're hiding 
out in your shelter you need to craft some more advanced tools for 
day two so that you can gather the resources you need. 

Access your crafting table. You're going to craft a range of stone tools 
and wearons that will make Day 2 much easier than Day 1. Luckily you're 
surrounded by stone, so you should have plenty ot material. 

Stone tools last longer than wooden tools, and allow you to mine substances 
like stone and ores much more quickly. 

STDDE 1111:HRNE 
IECIIIE 

A stone pickaxe 
is ideal for mining 
stone, coal ore, 
and iron ore. 

Durability: 132 

STDDE RNE 
IECIIIE 

A stone axe will 
make chopping 
wood much 
easier. 

Durability: 132 

STDDE SHDUEL 
IECIIIE 

A stone shovel is 
ideal for digging 
grass, dirt, sand, 
and clay. 

Durability: 132 

5TDDE 5WDID 
IECIIIE 

Make a stone 
sword to defend 
yourself against 
hostile monsters. 

Durability: 132 

✓ 

Save your tools in your hot bar for easy access. Don't forget to look at all the 
experience points you've earned as a result of your crafting spree! 

.......... ,,4ti .. 4ti .. ,,,,,, 

iiiaiiia••••1 



A stone pickaxe is perfect for mining coal ore. 
SALTER SITES eA RED STROSS RELATE SLURS crue cabo TEE SODAS  



  

* FOOD AND HEALTH 

  

  

n Survival mode you'll need to keep an eye on your health and food bars. 

They sit just above your hotbar. The health bar is made up of 10 hearts 

and the food bar of 10 shanks (which look a bit like chicken drumsticks) 

So i         Your health bar will go down if you begin to starve or take damage. Your 

food bar will go down as you use up energy. Be warned: If your health bar 

goes down to zero, you will die. 

PLLLLLGL,  GOVPVIOOSD 52, SAANAALARS, 

  
  

  

When Day 2 finally breaks (assuming you're still alive, which you should 

be if you’ve been paying attention!) your next priority will be to find food.     ig 

 



  
FRUIT AND UVEGETAELES 
fruit and vegetables are the ideal food source if you can 

or if you just don’t want to kill a poor defenceless creature. 

  

t find any animals 

     
   
    

Apples are a great food source since Carrots and potatoes are 
you can find them in trees and don’t sometimes dropped by zombies, 
need to grow or prepare them. Find but can frequently be found in 

an oak tree, then destroy the leaves NPC village farms. Eating a carrot 
until an apple falls out. Eating an restores 2 food points, and eating 
‘apple restores 2 food points. a potato restores 1 food point. 

" 

i 
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MERT 
Meat restores more food points than fruits and veggies. It’s always best to 
Cook meat before eating it to increase the hunger points it will restore. Plus, if 
you eat raw chicken there’s a chance you'll get food poisoning. 

  

       
       

     

-and then hit it repeatedly until 
it dies. You'll know it’s dead 

f because it will turn red, then fall 
Over and disappear. Poor thing. 

  

  
 



FDDD RRD HERLTH 
aanTIRUED 

Once you've collected some raw meat, head back to your shelter and cook it in your 
furnace. To cook your meat, place coal, charcoal, or wood underneath the flame 
symbol, and put the raw food on top. After a few moments it will be ready to eat. 

• THI: Keep some cooked food In your hotbar when you go 
exploring in case you need to top up urgently. A cooked chicken 

• •• __ •• :
1 

will restore 3 hunger points, and a cooked pork chop or a steak
will restore 4 hunger points. 

HUNTING ANIMALS 
BY PRUL SORRES JR. 

I usually feel guilty when I need to kill animals for their resources. 
Sometimes, however, an anirr.al will employ special tactics to 

confuse and frustrate you to the very point that you can't wait 
to kill it! I remember a particularly annoying cow in my early days 
of Sur vi val. I had searched far and wide for leather but could 
not find any cows. I was nearly ready to give up when I spied a 
cow on the edge of a cliff. 

The cliff face was too sheer to climb, so I used the "gravel 
elevator" trick (jumping and placing gravel below you) to raise 
myself to the cow's height. Rs I reached the top of the cliff, 
the cow decided to employ his secret evasion tactic: JUMP! 

The cow landed far below with a crunch. I 
shouted angry words and dug my way back 
down to the ground. The cow seemed to be 
out of escape tricks so I killed it and 
it went poof and dropped ... nothing! 

And the moral of the story? When you go 
hunting, bring a bow! 



   
  

CARE RECIPE 

You need 3 buckets of milk 

(obtained by using a bucket ir 
on a cow), sugar (crafted y o iy 

from sugar cane), wheat (see ~ a : . 

pages 62-63), and 1 egg. oO @ . 

Food Points: ]f - we 3 

  

  

BUMBRIN BIE 
& RECIDE =e 

Craft a pumpkin 
pie froma 

ee pumpkin, sugar, iw ro 
and an egg. 

Food Points: + a 

                           
gots. Buckets - 
n hold water, Coat 

ava, or milk. 

FISH 
Raw fish are an unlimited and reliable source of food. On a rainy day you can 
‘Catch a fish every 15 seconds on average. 

  
  

  

d string. 

urability: 65 fo 

  

  

  

  

  

Find an area of water and use your 

fishing rod to cast your bait into 
the water. The bobber will dip 

when you've caught something, 
then you can reel it in. Fish can be 
eaten raw or cooked. A raw fish 
restores 1 hunger point, but a cooked 

fish restores 3 hunger points. 

  

  

 



      
© CRAFTING A EED 

ou’ve made it through your first night and the second night is 
approaching fast. Take some time during your second day to find 
wool to craft a bed, as it will make the nights much easier. 

  

Using your bed at night allows you to sleep right through to the next 
morning in complete safety. And that means you can avoid a whole night of 
potential hostile monster attacks. Awesome! 

r 
  

There are four ways to obtain wool: 

By killing a sheep with a pickaxe 
or other tool/weapon 

By shearing the wool from a sheep 
with shears 

R
Q
 

= * By crafting 4 pieces of string 
together (string comes from spiders) 

mn 

By finding a dropped block 
of wool (when a wolf kills a sheep) RE.   

  

If you’re feeling kind and decide to shear a sheep rather than kill one, you'll 
be rewarded for your good dee a7 They will drop 1-3 blocks of wool if yeu 

shear them, but only 1 block if you kill them. 

  

To make shears 

you will need 2 
two ironingots, (<3 
obtained by 
smelting iron ore in your 

furnace. Shears are the 

most efficient way to get 
wool from a sheep. 

  

    

  

Use your shears on a sheep. The wool will fall away and you can pick it up. 

   



When you’re a little 
more advanced you 
might journey to the 

) Nether or the End. But 
On’t be tempted to place a bed 
either dimension, or you'll get 
explosive surprise. ... 

  

Craft a bed from 
three blocks of 
wool and three 

planks. 

LLELLIT a 

 



   
  

© THELE OF ELEMENT 
o far, you’ve probably mined stone and iron, but there’s so much 
more waiting to be discovered underground! Some elements 

like gold, redstone, emerald, and diamond are very rare and can 

only be found deep below the surface. Others can be found just a 
little way below ground level or above ground. 

  

    

  

ere’s a table of the basic elements, 

many of which can be mined 
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Br - coal ore Gl - ice Sp - monster spawner 
FE - iron ore Hd - sand Ml - moss stone 
All — gold ore So - dirt BEB - bedrock — 
LI -lapislazuliore Hi — sandstone Ag - water 
M5 - redstone ore BE - gravel Md - lava 
Aid - diamond ore fo - clay GS - glowstone 
Em - emerald ore ES - cobblestone NE — netherrack 
RE - air ld - stone Al - soul sand 
fli - snow Oh - obsidian QU - quartz 

  

  

  

  

      

      

                         



  

A GUIDE To 

Mining RARE ELEMENTS 
BY CHETAINSPARKLEe 

old, redstone, emeralds, and diamonds are higher-tier ores, and finding 

them can prove very rewarding In order to find these materials, you 

will need to venture underground to a fairly low elevation (level). You’ll 

need an iron pickaxe at the very least to be able to mine these ores. 

?’'d recommend additional weapons and armor in order to successfully fight 
ff the mobs that you’ll run into underground. 

|The easiest of the bunch 
»_. to find, as it generates in 

fairly large quantities, and can be 
found at elevations ranging from 
y=1 all the way to y=31. Once gold 
ore is mined, it must be smelted in 

a furnace to make gold ingots that 
can be used to make armor 
and weapons. 

  

    

REDSTONE ORE 

Found between the 
elevations of y=1 and 

y= 15, and generates in larger 
quantities than gold between 
those elevations making it 
easier to find. When mined, 

redstone ore will give you several 
redstone dust, which can 

be used later on to create & 

circuits. 

  

       



    

_Arguably the most 
: _ useful material in the 

ame, and can be found between 

ns y=1 and y=15 in 
When 

give you 

diamond, which you need to 

aft any diamond tool, 

    
    

By far the rarest of the 

4, and can be found 

between the elevations y=4 
and y=31, but in much smaller 

quantities than any of the others. 
Mining emerald ore will give you 
a single emerald, which can be 
used in villager trades as O 
payment for other items. 
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nimals are a type of mob (short for “mobile”) in Minecraft. 

A mob is any living, moving being and refers to monsters and 

villagers as well as animals. Most mobs drop useful items. 

  

Some mobs are passive and won’t attack you even if you attack them. A few 

are neutral and will only become hostile if you attack them first. But many are 

hostile and will attack you as soon as they see you, so it’s very important that 

you learn where to find them and what they look like. 

Animals are a source of food and oth er useful materials like leather and wool. 

  
at 

ERT 

   
_— 

FOUND: in caves an 

DRO 

     HOSTILITY 
LEUEL: 
Passive 

d caverns 

    

Nothing 

  

mg DID YOU KNOW? pats are the 

| in the dark, and also the only 

|) passive mob that can fly. 

  

_ 

CHICKEN 

FOUMB: on land 

HOSTILITY 
LEUEL: 
Passive 

    
DEO 5: a’ 

f ; 
= : 1 Eggs ¢ 

0-2 feathers 

1 raw chicken 

  

1-3 experience orbs © 

  

HOSTILITY 
LEUEL: a 
Passive 

        

  
Bovecsrisnemcr sents ria eas vics Oot er DOT ES NERO OO 

  

J 

0-2 pieces 

of leather 
Milk if you use a 
bucket while alive 

1-3 experience 
orbs 

  

1-3 pieces 

of raw beef 

     
1-3 pieces 

of steak, if 
killed with 
fire 

as SKATER ALERTS 

 



   
  

0-2 pieces of DROAS: 
HE Cale zg leather cs 

FOUND: On plains Sa A saedie ¢ saddica 

aa 

° 

               
Horse armor 

ADSTILITY if equipped 

Chest if equipped 

    

1-3 experience orbs 

  

  

  

FOWMB: in the mushroom biome at 

DOQODS: eo Mushroom stew if you 

use a bowl while alive 

@ 
eet mushrooms if killed with fire 

0-2 pieces of Milk if you use a x q 
oO 

  

leather bucket while alive 

ap 1-3 pieces of 1-3 experience 
raw beef orbs 

  

  
  

DEELOT BROAS: © 1-3 experience orbs 

FOUND: in jungles 

  

HOSTILITY 
LEUEL: 
"Passive   & 

  

  

oe Wt and cats will scare creepers away, 
"| so they make great companions. 
  

 



   

    

ANIMALS CONTINUED 
CARROT On A 
STICK RECIBE 

BIG DROPS: a 1-3 raw pork chops é 
: # 

" 1-3 cooked pork chops 
FOUND! oniand = iekilled with fire 

  
fisoromeacaosaciss 

HOSTILITY S A saddle if saddled 

LEVEL: 1-3 experience 
Passive 9 orbs 

   

  

  

  

    
             Sheee DROPS: eg 1 wool 

FOUND: on land o ie experience 

orbs 

    

HOSTILITY 
LEVEL: 
Passive 

SOuUID DROPS: Pe 1-3 ink sacs 

FOUND: 15 water oO. ie experience 
Bans ne orbs 

        
HOSTILITY 
LEUEL: 

/ ' Passive 

    

  
  

  

  

  



  

ss Di é 
Pa eh 

   



   
    

UILLAGERS 
  

                  

FARMER BRIEST EUTCHER BLACKSMITH LIERARIAN 

Villagers are human figures dressed in one of 5 different colored robes 

depending on their job within the village. 
a - 

  

FOUND: in Nec (Won-Player Character) 
villages, either wandering around or 

within different buildings depending on 

their job. They spawn in the building that 

relates to their profession.       DROPS: Nothing, but they like (J 
to trade goods for emeralds   
  

  

If you see a huge, iron 
creature lumbering around a 

village, don’t be alarmed. It’s 

just your friendly local iron 

golem, there to defend the 

villagers from hostile mob 
attacks. They spawn naturally 

in villages with 10 or more 
villagers and 21 or more 

doors. You can also craft 
them on the ground in front 
of you using four blocks of 
iron and a pumpkin head.   
  

 



A GUIDE TO VILLAGER TRADING 
BY CHPTHINSPARKLEZ 

elect a villager and take a look at their trading menu. Adding 
items you are willing to trade on the left side of the arrow 
result in an item appearing for the taking on the right. 

Emeralds will always be involved in a transaction, either as 
payment or as the item to be purchased. As a player continues 
to trade, the villagers will add more offers to their trade menus. 
You'll know a villager has added a new offer when a purple particle 
effect appears over their head. These offers can be accessed 

by selecting the buttons on the right or left of the trade menu. 
‘The cost of trades may seem quite high given the scarcity of 
emeralds, but villager trading is the only way to obtain items 

like chainmail armor and bottle o’ enchanting in Survival mode, so 
it’s well worth doing. 

 



    

  
CAKA GREERUS EXPLODUS? 

reepers are one of the most dangerous 
mobs in the game. They will run 
toward you then explode, possibly 

killing you and destroying everything in 
the surrounding area (e.g. the house that 
took you days to build). Creepers are 
almost completely silent, which makes it 

easy for them to take you by surprise. They 
hiss quietly just before they explode. 

Creepers spawn in areas with a light level of 
7 or less, but don’t die when the sun rises. 

Instead they continue to creep around until   
  

  

killed. Lighting your house or shelter w 
stop creepers spawning inside.. 

       

  

  

  

HOW TO KILL: 

Shoot several times with a bow 
“ and arrows, from a distance 

     

Hit with a highly durable 
ye weapon, like a diamond sword. 

Just make sure you retreat 
quickly if the creeper starts to 
make a hissing sound. 

Blow up by luring into a hole 
filled with TNT   

  

   
Try to make it fall from a 
height, e.g. off a cliff 

Try to make it walk through 
lava 

Try to make it walk into cacti  



  

  

Gunpowder, which you can use 
to make TNT 

Music discs if killed by a 
skeleton 

5 experience orbs 

_gfeeeenanna 
near 

tae 
a
E
 

S
I
 

TEE 
E
E
S
 

                    

~_=BY PRUL SORRES JR. 

nmy first world, | had a small home 
Carved into the side of a hill. 

i built a balcony overlooking the 
front laun. At night I would stand on 
‘the balcony and taunt the monsters 
below. I recall one particular 
Night where a group of agitated 

“Creepers were beneath the balcony, 
but 1 was well out of their reach. 

   
  

       

  

'Hs I 
| Names, a 
| next to me, having jumped down 

balcony to 

: below, 
| of the angry gang of creepers. 

    
  

     

creeper 

lightning, 
‘it becomes a 

make it even 

more dangerous and 
explosive. 
Stay away! 

     
  

|) HN EARLY ENCOUNTER WITH A CREEPER 

  

called them 
landed right 

and laughed 
creeper 

onto the balcony from a ledge 
above. | leaped away just as the 
creeper exploded and blew the 

pieces! [| survived 
the blast but fell to the lawn 

smack-dab in the middle 

  

   

§) | vines. Don’t say we didn’t warn you! 
  

             



        
      

keletons can move quickly and 
are armed with bows and arrows, 

which means they can _ kill you 
from a distance. They are fairly smart 

—they can climb ladders and will seek 

shelter from the sun where they can. 

They spawn in areas with a light level of 7 or 
less, and you’ll know a skeleton is nearby if 

you hear arattly, almost musical sound. 

WEAPONS: ==) 
Anenchanted bow "5 4} 
and arrow (very rarely) i: 

HOSTILITY 
LEVEL: 
Hostile 

  

  

  

  
  

    

J "ly 

HOW TO HILL: 

Shoot several times with a bow 
“#~ and arrows, from a distance 

hy Hit with a highly durable 
weapon, like a diamond sword, 
then retreat quickly 

BOW AND ARQOWS BECIDES Try to trap it in daylight. This 
y will cause it to burst into flames. 

& o z Try to make it fall from a height, 
e.g. off a cliff Jot: : 
Try to make it walk a 

  

lava 

f SS at lig Try to make it walk into cacti     
    

   

 



  

    
  

                                  

   
HOW TO KILL A SKELETON i os 

he easiest way to kill a skeleton is to use its own 
weapon against it. Using a bow to fire arrows from a 

distance greatly reduces the chances of being hit in return. 

Because skeletons have the same health as a player, 3 
shots from a fully charged bow will be enough to kill them. 

If melee/hand-to-hand weapons are the only option, it is most 
efficient to use a sprint approach in a spiraling fashion, as the 
skeleton will have a greater chance of missing. Blocking with a 
sword before being struck by a skeleton’s arrow will also reduce 
the damage it deals. Try to avoid picking a melee fight with a 
skeleton in the water, however, as the reduced player movement 
speed will make the skeleton even more deadly. 

     



   
  

mbies aren’t much of a threat unles 

into a large group of them, but they      damage by touching you. 
et 
BS 

+ 

a light level of 7 or less 

arling noises when attacked        spawn on solid blocks, in 

e groaning noises when wa 
or injured. 

  
s you bump 
can inflict 

areas with 

usually 
as they 

ndering and 

 



    

  

  
  

  

HOW TO KILL: 

i Shoot it with arrows from 
a distance 

' Some zombies spawn 

wearing armor and 
may drop some or all 
of it if you kill them. 

  

  

Hit repeatedly with a 

  

  

  

weapon until they die DBODS: 

Try to trap it in daylight, 
which will make it burst into eZ 
flames. It will try to seek 
shade under a tree or in 
water, so this can be tricky. 

Rotten flesh. You can eat it, 
but there’s a good chance 
you'll get food poisoning as 
a result! 

Try to make it fall froma 

height, e.g. off a cliff © 5 experience orbs 

Try to make it walk through 

lava Com Iron ingots (very rarely) 

Try to make it walk into 

cacti Me, Shovels (very rarely)   

  

mai) If a zombie picks up Swords (very rarely) 

») any headgear, it will 
be protected from oa 

| burning in the sun. 

oe 

Carrots or potatoes 

2 (very rarely)     

  

AN EARLY ENCOUNTER WITH A ZOMBIE 
BY PRUL SOARES JR. 3 é 

hile recording a video tutorial about surviving underground, 
I had a near-death experience in a pool of lava. Quick 

thinking, fast reactions, and a bucket of water saved my life, 

so I was feeling good about having escaped death so expertly! 

                  

Later, when I spied a patch of redstone ore on a narrow ledge 
above the lava, I was confident that | could collect it despite the 
danger. Sure enough, I mined the redstone and was happily making 
“my way back along the ledge when a zombie fell from above, landed 
at my side, and punched me! The blow knocked me off the ledge 
and into the lava pool, but this time my luck ran out and | was 
burned to a crisp. 

The moral of the story? Don’t get cocky! 

  

  

 



‘ 

  

   

PROFILE: SPIDER 
| around the 

rin dark area the light leve 

you at night 0 

t way; 

stile when 

a threat to 

will remain tha 
piders are ho 

they are only 

however, they 

a light level of
 9 or less 

solid blocks. 

and jump large distances. YOu 

make a hissing 

can hear them comin 

or their red eyes glowing 

ae 

           

  

Shoot with 4 bow and arrows, 

from a distance 

Attack with a weapon like an 

axe or a sword 

Set on fire with flint and steel 

    

* 
@ 
iy Try to make it walk into cacti 

mis 9 or less, SO 

s. Once hostile, | 

day comes- 

HOSTILIT? 

LEUEL: 
Neutral in daylight 

HOSTILITY 

LEWEL: 
Hostile in low light levels 

    

     

  

ee 

t fall from 4 
Try to make | 

ff a cliff 
height, ¢-9- 0 

Try to make it walk through 

java 

 



  

  

  

                        

                     

String, which can be used to make eo eae iaeee 
bows, fishing rods, and wool 5 experience Orbs ae 

Spider eyes when killed by a player directly, which can be used 
Certain potions (very advanced stuff!) _ 

  

BY CHPTRINSPARKLEZ s i 

  

he most efficient way to kill a spider is with well-timed blows 
from a sword, since it will continue to lunge towards a player once 

aggravated. With 16 units of health, a spider takes fewer hits to 
kill than a zombie, but its agility allows it to strike more often. 

A ebow and arrow can be effective from further away, but in close 
combat, due to the bow’s charge-up time, a spider will often land 
multiple attacks before you are able to fire off a kill shot.



    

        

    

  

                   
       ndermen are rare neutral mobs, but 

they will attack you if provoked. You’re 

in trouble if you attack them first or if 

you accidentally catch them in your 

crosshairs at night, since looking at an © 

enderman from the upper legs upward is © 

taken as a sign of hostility. 

When an enderman attacks it will open its 

mouth and shake as it rushes towards you. 

They can teleport, too, which makes it almost | 

impossible to escape from them. They can also 

pick up blocks and move them around. 

They spawn in pairs, unlike other mobs, 

and can often be spotted at night in groups 

of up to five. They retreat Underground 

during the day. 

    

HOSTILITY == 
+ (EVEL: gt 

at Neutral if left alone 

HOSTILITY 

LEUEL: Ceh 
* + Hostile if attacked 

1 

  

ba 

ee DID YOU RMOW2 if you put ona 
pumpkin head, an enderman won't 

Brerd: become hostile if you look at it. lig 
1h _ Weird but true! ; 

. 
=” 

  
  

TIB: An enderman’s secret weapon is its ability to teleport 1 

around and take you by surprise. If you find yourself the object 

2 =" | of an enderman’ Ss aggressive advances, it’s best to get your back 

sae up against a solid surface like a wall or rock face as quickly as 

possible. This will make it impossible for the enderman to teleport directly 

| behind we and catch 1 oF ee a an attack. 

    

  

  

  

    
52 

aes 

   



                                        
  

HOW TO KILL? it’s no good DRORS 
shooting at an enderman with 
a bow and arrow. It will just 
teleport away before the arrow 
hits, so you need to be clever if 
you want to kill one. Try one of 
hese tactics instead: 

  Lead it to water or throw 
water onto it using a bucket 

‘Try to make it fall from a 
height of 44 blocks or more 

  

lava Paia : 

Try to make it walk into” 
cacti   

fT) h, the enderman. A perfect gentleman ... until you look him in the eye! 
] remember when endermen didn’t exist, which made my first 

‘encounter with one all the more terrifying. Ht that time, I had countless 
ictories against the many familiar monsters under my belt. | felt like 
the unrivaled champion of the realm. And then | met an enderman. It was 
lusk and | was strolling through a field, with no small swagger, when 
suddenly spotted a strange figure in the distance. It was tall and 
in and black as night, with unnaturally long limbs. | was creeped out 

or sure, but it paid me no heed so! crept closer to get a better look. 

he creature wandered about aimlessly, carrying a block of dirt 
nh its long arms. It did not appear to be hostile. I continued 
6 observe the creepy fellow for another few moments and that’s 
hen it happened. It turned to face me and I looked right into 
ts eyes! It let out a terrible screech and began to tremble, but 
emained fixed where it stood, glaring at me. | freaked out and 
an away from it. Then I heard a zzzpp sound and suddenly the 
hing was on me, attacking again and again! It was too fast and 
hed no time to react! Then the world around me faded out... 1 was dead. 

e moral of the story? Looks can be deceiving... and deadly! 

  

    

 



                                        

  

PROFILE: SLIME 
limes can be large, medium, or 

tiny in size, and their health points 

decrease as they get smaller. They 

can see you through solid blocks, and 
will hop toward you and bump into you 

repeatedly until you die. 

    

Large and medium slimes can deal a fair 
amount of damage. Tiny slimes can only 
damage you by pushing you off a cliff 
or into lava. You can hear them coming 
by the slapping sound they make. When 

killed, they will separate into smaller 
slimes (except for tiny slimes which will 
drop slimeballs instead). 

    
Slimes spawn deep underground (below level 40) 

in any light level and on the surface of swamps in 

areas with a light level of 8 or less. 

HOSTILITY 
LEVEL: 
Hostile 

   

  

HOW TO HILL: 

c Shoot with a bow and arrows et “Try to make it fall froma 

er from a distance height, e.g. off a cliff 

like ae ee a : Try to make it hop into lava 

ew Lead it into aa Slimes | ? a 
es ng cannot swim upward. ; / oe Try to make it hop into cacti 

    

  

 



   

  

                 
Tiny slimes will drop 0-2 Tiny slimes will drop 1 
slimeballs, which can be used experience orb, medium slimes 
to make magma cream (used will drop 2 experience orbs, 
in brewing potions) and sticky and large slimes will drop 4 
pistons (used to move blocks) experience orbs 

Sy 

HOW TO KILLA SLIME 
BY CRPTHINSPHRKLEZ 

           

i o long as a player keeps a reasonable distance from the slimes, 
they remain relatively easy to kill. When attacking a slime 

of the largest size, always bear in mind that it will split once 
enough damage has been dealt, and keep a safe distance to avoid 
being swarmed. Because only the larger slimes can deal damage to 
a player, it’s best to focus attacks on those before moving on 
to the smallest ones.     

         



  

  

  

  

(Ss CAPTHINSPHRKLEZ 
) MY FIRST DAY IN MINECRAFT 

SURVIVAL SINGLE PLAYER (SSP) 

Ms first experience with Minecraft came in the summer of 

2018, when the game was still in its Hlpha phase. I] had been 

encouraged by a friend to try it, and began my experience with 

the browser-based multiplayer Creative mode. For a few days I 

experimented with the browser-based version before realizing 

there was a downloadable client for single player Survival mode. | 

had only watched a couple of Minecraft videos on YouTube at this 

point, and possessed only the most basic knowledge regarding 

overall gameplay strategy, but I decided to take the plunge. 

  

MP 

I loaded up the game and generated a new world. My character 

ended up on a hillside next to a beach, with a very sparse supply 

of trees. | had a limited understanding of the tasks a player 

should strive to accomplish before day’s end and a distinct lack 

of understanding of time allocation, so 1 decided to begin by 

exploring. Needless to say, my priorities were slightly out of 

order: Rather than beginning by harvesting the small amount of 

wood around my spawn point, I set off to find the coolest natural 

formation | could to claim it as my home base. 

After about 1@ minutes of exploration, | stumbled upon an overhang 

formation that I was happy to call home. The only problem was that 

with less than 5 minutes of daylight remaining and no trees in 

sight, | was in a bit of a bind. Panic set in. | had found this 

 



  
fast. Due to my lack of experience, I ended up with only a set of 

Up until the Adventure Update, 
“night was pitch black. No 

lite. Not realizing that so long as 

moGlreen. 

  
  

              

Great location to set up shop, but now I’d be forced to abandon 
it in search of wood. 

  oi 

I found a few trees relatively quickly, but night was approaching 

wooden tools before nightfall, and nothing more. As soon as night 
hit, I realized my biggest mistake: I had forgotten to collect coal. 
No coal meant no torches, which meant I was completely blind in 
the dark. 

brightness slider, no natural 
moonlight. I stood helpless in the 
Pitch dark listening to the faint 
sound of zombies in the distance. 
Thinking they were coming to 
attack me, I began to walk for my 

you stand still, mobs won’t spawn 
within 24 blocks of you and they won’t pursue you until they are 
even closer, in retrospect | realize this only further aggravated 
the situation. 

Things spiraled downhill pretty quickly from there. Hn arrow fron 
a skeleton I couldn’t see, punches from a zombie vaguely outlined 
in front of my face, attacks from a spider, all leading up to the 
dreaded hiss-boom from a creeper that sent me to the respawn 

With no beds in Alpha, I was sent back to my coastal hillside 
Spawn to search again for my short-lived home base. This time, 
however, I'd be sure to do things differently, so as not to let 
history repeat itself! 

youtube.com /captainsparklez 

   



                                                   

IMPROUE YOUR SHELTER 
IN FIUE ERS¥ STERS 

ow that you’ve made it through your 

first few nights, it’s time to make 

some home improvements. You need 

to make your shelter as strong and secure 

as possible, whilst ensuring you can see 

what’s going on outside. 

Dig deeper into your 

rock face to create 

more room. and/or 

build outward at the 

front of your shelter. 

Try these 5 easy steps to turn your 

emergency shelter into a home you can 

be proud of! 

   

CQAFT WOODEN DO0RS «| 

These will keep you 8 es 

safe from hostile = = 

mobs (except for gay o% 

zombies if your 4 — 

difficulty is set sit i, ta 

to hard). g Be 

        

Smelt sand in your furnace to 

make glass, then replace parts 

of your walls with glass blocks 

to create basic windows. 

  

 



LADDER RECIFE 
Three ladders 

can be crafted 
from 7 sticks. 

Ladders can be 

placed on the side 
of blocks. 

Create the entrance to your mine 
inside your shelter so you w 
always be able to exit into your 
own home. Just remember to light 

up or hostile mobs will join you 
as you hunt for valuable ores! 

This will prevent hostile mobs | 
from spawning and will make 
your home easier to find at night. 
Placing torches outside your 
home means you can see hostiles 
coming, too.  



  

  

h, gardening. Such a relaxing and enjoyable pastime. Now that 

you’ve made yourself a real home, why not create a little garden 

| to enjoy on sunny days? 

  

    

First, fence off an area to 

use as your garden. Right 
next to your home is ideal. 

That way it’s on your 
doorstep and you can duck 
inside your shelter if you 
spot a hostile mob. 

    
  

    

Now lay out a path using either wooden planks or stone. Then collect 

flowers and tree saplings, and plant them in your garden. 

   
  

    

Create a pond by digging a hole, then collecting water from a nearby 

water source with a bucket. If you can find them, add some lily pads. 

  

  

   

    
j 

 



    

          

  

   
Make a bench out of planks : 

of wood arranged in a stairs y DO i sie aioe aa 

formation. Place your bench gs ‘ 

in a quiet spot in your garden. ag 

Although you can’t technically 

sit on the bench, it’s still a | 

      
  

  

    
  

                         

MY FIRST GHRDEN 
BY PAUL SOHRES JR. 

os 

ack in the old days of Minecraft Alpha, we didn’t have all of the 

fancy landscaping options that you have now. Gardeners today 

have access to flowerpots, hedges, colorful slabs, stone walls, mossy 

steps, lily pads, ferns, vines, tall grass, and more! 

Alas, my first garden was a plain and sad-looking affair with a 

gravel path bordered by red and yellow flowers, and surrounded by a 

trooden fence. Despite its blandness | was rather proud of my little 

garden, though | don’t think my neighbors shared my enthusiasm. In 

fact, they seemed almost offended and were bent on its destruction, 

but what do you expect when your neighbors are creepers? In 

the end, my neighbors got what they desired and my garden was 

transformed into a gaping crater. Probably for the best... 

And the moral of the story? Sometimes blessings are 

disguised as creeper craters. 

om 

       



  

aving your own farm ensures you always have a reliable food 
source near to your shelter. Make a farm as soon as possible... 
it will make your life much easier. You can grow crops like wheat, 

melons, pumpkins, carrots, and potatoes by turning dirt into farmland. 

  

WHEAT FARM TUTORIAL 
  

  

         HOE RECIPE = > 
Next, you'll need to 
till some dirt blocks Sg Gg 
to make them into 

farmland. To ttill ae 
dirt, you will need 
a wooden hoe. al 

  

First collect some wheat seeds. 
Find some tall grass and destroy 
it. It will drop anywhere between 
0-3 wheat seeds.     
  

   
Use your pickaxe to hack out several strips of blocks, each separated by 
one row of dirt blocks. Fill the strips with water using a bucket. Then use 
your hoe to till the rows of dirt blocks. 

  

    

  



  

i 
yA 

\ 
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e off your farm to protect it.   

Plant wheat seeds in the tilled earth. Fenc Se 

  
    

   

    

me Y 

Wheat goes through 8 stages of growth. You can harvest wheat at any time 

y using any tool on it, but this will only yield wheat crop when it is in the 

nal stage of growth. Wheat can be used to breed animals (see the next 

ge), and can be crafted into bread, cake, and cookies. Yum! 

  

         

           

   
  

     
BDNE MEAL RECIPE ee 

Adding bone meal to your 

crops will bring them to 

their full-grown state 

immediately. You can 

make bone meal by 

putting bones on a 

crafting grid. 

  

   

Growing melons, pumpkins, carrots, and 

potatoes is very similar to growing wheat. 

Just plant them in your farmland and wait 

for them to grow. 

   



    

ou can use food to encourage 

to breed and make cute baby anima 

animals because it ensures 

respawn when you kill them. 

      
passive anima 

i 
they 

Is! 

i 
It’s 

et die 

EREEDING ANIMALS 
Is of the same species 

a good idea to breed 

ut. Animals don’t 

  

oo 

species is also in love mode, the 
is in love mode 

     

      animal will be standing between 
a 

Once fed, an animal will enter love 

pair 

The two animals will look like th 

hearts will continue to appear. Wh 

mode 

ey’re kiss 

. Ifa nearby 
will breed 

when little red hearts appear out of the 

ing for a 
en they break apart an 

them! A 

animal of the same 

u’ll know an animal 

top of its head. 

  

moment and red 

adorable baby 

  

  

on the species. Most animals res 

  
The item of food needed to encourage anima 

pond to just on 
Is to bre 

2 

ed varies depending 
type of food 

    
    

 



  

  

Blue and pink don’t mix, but red and yellow do!   
  

baby animal will follow its parents around 
r 20 minutes before getting bored and 
andering off to do its own thing. 

 



s you know by now, the world of Minecraft is a tough place, 

Fortunately, you can craft a helmet, a chest plate, trousers, and 

boots to protect yourself and increase your defence points. 

Wearing armor will provide you with a level of protection from certain 

common forms of damage, listed below: 
  

  

mob attack 
enemy player attack 
touching fire or lava 
touching cacti 
explosions. 

    

    
   



TYRES OF ARMOR 

Armor can be made from leather, 
iron, gold, or diamond. Each 

substance offers a different level 

of protection, with leather armor 
the weakest and diamond the 

‘Let’s use iron armor as an example. You will need 24 iron ingots to make a 

TROUSERS 
RECIPE il 

patence 5 

points: 

HELMET 
RECIDE a 

Defence z 

points: 

ou’ll see four armor slots in the top left corner of your inventory, Drag your 
finished armor into the appropriate slot and it will appear on your body, 
Remember: As armor absorbs damage its durability decreases. Eventually It 

ill have no durability left, and you'll need to craft a new set. 

 



                  
   

ow that yourr e peLeming feanilion nia the Tate 

game, it’s time to test your survival skills and ~ 

explore a litt ie farther from home. Here are 4 

some exploration tips to get you started and Ee 
> minimize SOuE F chances Sohne eee : oko 

Exmounc ll 

Mark your shelter with a beacon. Paul 

+ Soares Jr. created a simple beacon from a | 

» tower of dirt blocks and a torch, and this 

design is now widely used in Minecraft. 

     

             
   

TOREHES 

Leave a trail of torches to 
light your path back home. 
This will be particularly / 
useful for finding your | 
way at night. 4 

  



To build your beacon, 

create a tower of blocks 
by using the pillar jumping 
technique: jump, then quickly 

place a dirt block directly 
below your feet. Then do 
the same in the block next 
to you, and repeat until you 

are standing on top of a tall 
pillar, two dirt blocks wide 

Place a torch on top of one 
tower, then dig down in 

the other tower to get back to 
ground level safely. A beacon 
can be particularly handy at 

night to guide you home. 
+ 

  

  

      

TIP: Before you explore, 
place any valuable items you 
don’t need in your chest, so 
you won't lose them if you die 
  

ROAD BUILDING 
Make a road out of 
cobblestone so you 

can follow it home. 
This is a fun option if 
you like constructing 

and building. 

Place signs on the ground. 

A screen will pop up asking 

you to enter some text. You 
can add text to tell you where 
you are, and arrows to lead 
you back to your shelter.  



here are several handheld pieces of equipment which will help 
keep you on track. A compass, a map, and a clock will come in 
handy if you find yourself in unfamiliar territory. 

The sun and moon rise in the east 
and set in the west, so you can 
always use them to work out which 
direction you are traveling in. 

   

  

          

    

ee ia 

' Compasses point a 
, to your spawn 

| Point. You can craft cs gy Go 
| acompass from 
| iron ingots and toe 
redstone dust. 

AT TO TAKE WITH ¥OU: 

    

      

Craft a clock from 
gold ingots and 
redstone dust to 
tell you whether 
it’s day or night 

| when you’re 
= underground. 

         

    

          

       

               
  

          

  

Lots of food items    Lots of weapons 

    

     
As many torches as possible 

    

         
A If you can manage 
to hop in and fall asleep 
before being attacked, you'll 
skip the night and wake up at 
the beginning of the next day. 

       

        



  

when exploring 
along the top     

of cliffs to ensure you 
don’t fall off the edge. See 
pages 12-13 to find out 
how to do this. 

  
   

TIP: Use the | 
| Make a map from sneak function | 

| and see where you 
' are in relation to 
+ your shelter. 

     

paper and a compass 

so you can get a 
sense of direction 

 



MInEGART SYSTEM 
he world of Minecraft seems to be never-ending! Crafting a basic 
minecart system will make it easier to travel long distances, 
goods, and help you to explore your surroundings. 

transport 

  

     

BAIL RECIBE 
Rails are crafted 
using sticks and 
iron ingots. 

                              

"Till 

aus 
ave 
S96 

Once you have enough rails, 

place them on the ground to 
create a track. you change 
direction when laying track, 
the previous piece of rail will 

automatically form a_ corner. 

If you place track over a step 
in the landscape, the track will 

automatically connect. 

  

“MINECART RECIFE 
Smelt 5 blocks 

of iron ore ina 

furnace to give 

you 5 iron 

ingots, which will 

make a minecart. 

e 

        ae Ge 

Go Ge Ge 
Place a basic minecart on your 

track and push it to get going, 

then jump on-board when it 
reaches a decent speed. When 

using a basic minecart it’s a 

good idea to start your track 
on a hill. The momentum of 
travelling down the hill will give 
your cart extra power. 

                          
  

  

  
  

  

   



  

  
      

      
i » abandoned mineshafts tee Bune Hit cae 

pH collect them and bring them back above grou 
i. to make your own rail system. | 

    

  

         

STORAGE 
MInECART 
RECIBE 
You can makea 

storage minecart 

from a minecart 

and a chest. 

                 
  

® 
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MEGA * 
BECIBE 
You can make a 

powered minecart xa 
from a minecart 

and a furnace. em 

Once you have a_ powered 

minecart, craft either another 

basic minecart (to sit in) or a 

storage minecart (to place goods 
in). Place this on the track in 
front of the powered minecart, 
and it will be pushed along. 
  

  

  
and rails! 

   



                                 

EXCLUSIVE INTERUIEW 
WITH NOTCH AND JEE 

espite the fact they are both & 
very busy and important, we 

managed to pin down Notch 

and Jeb for an exclusive interview 

about Minecraft! 

  

Here’s what they had to say about 

working on one of the most popular 

games ever created. 

  

  

"HOW DID ¥OU LEARN THE SKILLS TO MAKE MINEGRAFT? 

  

| started out changing examples in QBasic on a PC with 

Windows 3.1. | think | learned most things by spending a lot 

of time programming. | was 11 or 12 when | started, but | 

didn’t do anything useful until | was 17 or 18. That’s when 

| understood what | was doing and could create my own games instead 

of changing other examples. The Internet hadn't really taken off when 

| was growing up, so! bought some books and tried to learn from them 

by copying from the book and typing it in! 

  

by 

NOTCH, WHAT'S YOUR FAUORITE FEATURE In MINEGRAFT? 

  

     



  

WEE, ¥OU'UE ADDED A LOT OF THINGS TO MINECRAFT, WHICH 
| ONE 15 YOUR FRUORITE? 
Bs 
| The random structures, like strongholds and Nether fortresses. It was 

challenging to do — when they're generated, the game doesn’t know what 
the terrain looks like. The game has to make a lot of assumptions, which 
may result in villages with ravines running through them, or villages mat are 
half-submerged in water. 

  

  

| NOTCH, WHAT PART OF MINECRAFT ARE ¥OU PROUDEST OF? 

  

  
   



  

  

INTERVIEW continues 
DID ¥0U EVER THINK MINECRAFT WOULD BECOME AS BiG AS IT 

15 Mow? 

  
Vay 

  
Not really. When | started working on Minecraft it had sold 

700,000 copies. We were still in Alpha stage, and we were 

about to go to Beta stage. We all thought that once we reached 

Beta and put the game up to full price, the sales would drop, 

then we would finish the game and start something else. The 

sales did drop for about a week or so, but that was just people 

buying lots of Alpha copies before we changed the price. Now it’s at 

a stable 10,000 copies per day. 

  

AND WHY DO YOU THINK MINECRAFT HAS BEEN SUCH A 
MASSIVE SUCCESS? 

  
gy At first you run around and try a few things. Then you think, Ooh—I’m 

: gonna build the biggest building that has ever been created! Then you 

spend a long time doing that. Then you realize everybody else has 

been doing the same thing! 

  

       



               
  

It gives people the ability to create somethin n But also, while you’re creating it, it feels like you're actually in that 
Being able to share and cooperate with others also improves the experience. 

g from their imaginations. — 

  

  

  

  
  

  WHAT DOES MINEERAFT MERN TO ¥OU> IS 17 MORE THAN Al GAME?     
Yes. When | see young 
€arning tool. Plus it’s 
books, and documentar 
Habitat project. (Check 

people playing Minecraft | realize it's also a had some cultural impact: the creeper face, 
ies. And, of course, Block by Block, the UN- out blockbyblock.org for more information.)   

 



    

  

  

  

      
ACHIEVEMENTS 

inecraft takes note of your achievements when you’re 
playing the game. Keep an eye out for this pop-up box; it will 
appear briefly in the corner of your screen when you pass an 

important milestone. 

  
  

RRR RRR RRRRRR RRR “a 

Here are ten key achievements to aim for in your first few days: 

tag GETTING Woop 
Hit a tree until you get a 
block of wood. 

Make a crafting table from 
4 planks of wood. 

TIME TO Mine! 
/\ Use 2 sticks and 3 

planks to make a 
wooden pickaxe. 

HOT TORIC 
Use 8 blocks of stone 

to craft a furnace. 

Smelt a block of iron ore 
in your furnace to get an 
iron ingot. 

os 
BARRA RRR eee eae | en 

7 

Ai 

  

TIME TO FARM! 
Craft a wooden hoe from 2 

sticks and 2 wooden planks. 

GETTING A UAGRADE 
Improve on your wooden 

pickaxe by making one with 
a stone head. 

TIME TO STRIKE! 
Use a stick and 2 planks to 

make a wooden sword. 

MONSTER HUNTER 
Do battle with and defeat a 

hostile mob. 

COW TIPPER 
Harvest some leather from 

a cow. Poor cow! 

ae 

  

  

  

  

 



USEFUL LINKS 
Ongratulations! You’ve made it to the end of the official Minecraft Essential Handbook, which means you’re no longer a beginner. Now the fun can really begin! 

Check out this list of useful we 
Minecrafting to the next level. 
a 

b sites. They’ll really help you take your 

{ 

Some other Minecraft sites, not monitored by Mojang or 
Scholastic. Enter at your own risk!   

 



MIHECRRTY 
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE INFINITE! 

area 
ed 

      

  

    

scene 
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Three all-new official handbooks coming soon! 

Minecraft: Redstone Handbook 

Minecraft: Combat Handbook 

Minecraft: Construction Handbook 

    

RBSCHOLASTIC 

www.scholastic.com 

www.minecraft.net 

een eee 

  

  
&



ou’re alone in a mysterious new 

world, full of hidden dangers. 

You have only minutes to find food 
and shelter before darkness falls 

and the monsters come looking 

for you. What do you do? 

The official Minecraft Essential 

Handbook might just save your life. 

Learn how to find resources; make 

a shelter; craft tools, armor, and 

weapons; and protect yourself from 

monsters. With tips from Minecraft 

experts, as well as developer Jeb, 

and creator Notch himself, it’s the 

definitive guide to surviving your first 

few days in Minecraft.     
  

$5.99 U.S. 
978-0-S45-b8314-2 

o 545° b4314e 

ISBN 

| 
a 

MSCHOLASTIC a  




